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The Luxibel brand is a response to the rapid  

evolution in the audiovisual industry and the  

demands of our professional customers. With the 

knowledge of installers, operators and designers, 

we have developed a product range that will 

meet your productional cost effective require-

ments. 

All Luxibel products are available in large quanti-

ties in sales and dry hire. 

Now we introduce the new Expo Tools series,  

together with new fixtures. You will notice we’ve  

added icons to help you choose the best product. 
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EXPO TOOLS

RECTANGULAR TRUSS H40R

L500

L710

L1000

L2000

L3000

Side

Side

Side

Side

Side
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Top

Top

Top

Top

Front

Front

Ultra compact transportation  |  Fast installation  |  Elegant look  |  Multifunctional use

Front

Front

Front

With the new Expo Tools series Luxibel enters the  

exhibition market, but the concept is also very interesting 

for rental and staging companies.

The sleek design of the rectangular truss results in a 

very elegant look, without sacrificing load capacity.  

A 3 phase electricity rail to power up all lighting fixtures 

was built into the truss, so pulling cables is now a thing of 

the past. All accessories, including boxcorners, adaptors, 

baseplates, poles and lighting fixtures fit in two handy and 

mobile dollies for compact transportation.

The concept of this narrow gauge truss is also ideal for  

retail display, shopping centers, car showrooms, museums 

and any permanent installation that has limited ceiling 

height. 

All of this results in an immense profit, both in efficiency 

and aesthetics.

Make your life easy. 
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Dimensions

L500 L710 L1000 L2000 L3000

L 500 mm 710 mm 1.000 mm 2.000 mm 3.000 mm

H 388 mm 388 mm 388 mm 388 mm 388 mm

W 188 mm 188 mm 188 mm 188 mm 188 mm

L 19.69 in 27.95 in 39.37 in 78.74 in 118.11 in

H 15.28 in 15.28 in 15.28 in 15.28 in 15.28 in

W 7.40 in 7.40 in 7.40 in 7.40 in 7.40 in

Span Uniformily distributed load

m ft kg/m deflection in mm lb/ft deflection in inches

4 13’1.5” 314,0 3,0 211 0.12

6 19’8.2” 207,4 10,2 139.4 0.4

8 26’3” 154,0 24,3 103.5 0.96

10 32’9.7” 122,0 47,5 82 1.87

12 39’4.4” 93,3* 76,5 62.7* 3.01

14 45’11.2” 62,6* 98,1 42.1* 3.86

15 49’2.6” 50,7* 107,0 34.1* 4.21

All dimensions are in mm

BOXCORNER

ADAPTORS

B 40RBox B 40RBoxHD

B PoleBoxAdapt

B 40R30BoxAdapt B 40R30TrussAdapt
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Specification for square build of max 15x15 m (49’2.6” x 49’2.6”) on poles.
*Preliminary specs. Third party testing reports will be available soon.

Heavy duty boxcornerBoxcorner

Coming soon.

Coming soon.
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All dimensions are in mm

B Dolly1 B Dolly2

TRANSPORT

B RailNarrowWWB RailFloodWW

FIXTURES

3 Phase 270 cm railtrack (In & Out current plug)

Dolly for trussing and poles Dolly for trussing, boxcorners, adaptors and lights

Power outlet for railtrack (max. 6A)

(incl. 90 cm cable to TrueCon)

B Rail270 B RailPoweroutlet

CONNECTIONS

2700

See page 8 for more details See page 9 for more details

This dolly allows ultra compact transportation of trusses 

and poles. Coming soon.

This dolly allows ultra compact transportation of light fix-

tures and truss accessoires. Coming soon.

 � 16x Expo truss

 � 4x 3m poles

 � 1x dolly

 � 12x B RailFloodWW

 � 12x B RailNarrowCW

 � Bar & B Rail270 for the lamps

 � 1x Power cable 7m

 � 4x Boxcorner

 � 4x Baseplate

 � 4x Adaptor

 � 1x Dolly incl. woodwork

SPECIALS

B Pole
Side

available in different lenghts

Ø
15

0 
x 

5

BASEPLATE

B Base
Side Top

Ø138

Ø
95

25
400

24
1

with cable exit
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Double glass optics Optional 12-leaf barn doors One hand lockingOptional white cover kit Manual zoom OLED display

10,9 kg 
24 lb

403 x 467 x 320 mm
15.9 x 18.4 x 12.6 in 

200W
AC 100V-240V

4/5
channels

DMX 5p
in/link

15°-45°
manual zoom

CRI
98

200W LED
3.000°K or 5.600°K

 � Silent mode

 � 16-bit dimming

 � Very high CRI 98

 � Safety eye

 � Extremely high and stable output

 � Holds dimming when powercut

 � DMX/RDM

 � Adaptable frequency rate

 � TÜV SÜD GS, CE & US Certified

 � Patents pending 

The B Expo200M is a high power LED fresnel light especi-

ally designed for high demanding customers. It delivers 

a very powerful and high quality wash light. The specific 

feature set and nice design makes it the ideal tool for 

high power applications in exhibitions, museums, shops, 

and everywhere else where high power quality light is 

required. This fresnel is available in a warm white and 

cold white version. 

High CRI fresnel
B EXPO200M

Warm whiteCold white
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CRI
95

DMX 5p
in/link

320W
AC 100V-240V

8/9
channels

350W LED
3.000°K or 5.600°K

10,9 kg 
24 lb

403 x 467 x 320 mm
15.9 x 18.4 x 12.6 in 

High CRI fresnel

15°-45°
manual zoom

Double glass optics

The B Expo350M is a high power LED fresnel light especi-

ally designed for high demanding customers. It delivers 

a very powerful and high quality wash light. The specific 

feature set and nice design makes it the ideal tool for 

high power applications in exhibitions, museums, shops, 

and everywhere else where high power quality light is 

required. This fresnel is available in a warm white and 

cold white version. 

 � TÜV SÜD GS, CE & US Certified

 � Patents pending 

 � OLED display

 � Silent mode

 � 16-bit dimming

 � Very high CRI 95

 � Smooth pan, tilt and zoom

 � Extremely high and stable output

 � Holds dimming when powercut

 � DMX/RDM + remote operated

 � Adaptable frequency rate

Extra LED chip and lens One hand lockingManual zoomOptional white cover kit Optional 12-leaf barn doors

B EXPO350M
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Fully automated fresnel

 � TÜV SÜD GS, CE & US Certified

 � Patents pending 

 � Silent mode

 � 16-bit dimming

 � Very high CRI 95

 � Smooth pan, tilt and zoom

 � Extremely high and stable output

 � Holds dimming when powercut

 � DMX/RDM + remote operated

 � Adaptable frequency rate

Slim base & bracket Double glass optics Pre-positioning possible Extra LED chip in different °K Optional remote

fresnel light. It has the ability to work over long distances in 

terms of light output and control capability. These features 

will make the B Expo a new standard in the high end exhi-

bition market. 

The B Expo350A offers an even higher output than the  

B Expo200M. This fully automated fresnel is available in a 

cold white and a warm white version. You can control pan, 

tilt, zoom, dimming via DMX, as well as via a unique remo-

te control. This remote control enables you to control each 

individual fixture via a combination of light and IR. The pan 

and tilt is controlled via worm wheels for accurate positio-

ning. This results in a unique high power and high quality 

DMX 5p
in/link

320W
AC 100V-240V

350W LED
3.000°K or 5.600°K

15°-45°
auto zoom

8/9
channels

11,9 kg
26.2 lb

CRI
95

362 x 468 x 320 mm
14.3 x 18.4 x 12.6 in 

Optional 12-leaf barn doors

B EXPO350A
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LensBarn doors Grey stippled paint finishOne hand locking3 phase switching

2,8 kg
6.17 lb

300 x 140 x 140 mm 
11.81 x 5.51 x 5.51 in

100W 
AC 100V-240V

N/A60°  
Lens 

CRI 
90

100W LED 
3.000°K

 � Small and powerful

 � High CRI 90

 � Quick installation

 � Stable output of 12.000 Lm

 � High quality PSU and LED

 � Trackrail mount

 � Made in Europe

Especially designed for high profile exhibition space, retail 

store display, car showrooms, hotel and leisure facilities 

and indoor architainment applications. This compact high  

powered 100W LED fixture offers incredible output in a 60° 

flood pattern with a colour temperature of 3.000°K. Cleverly 

combined into the fixture is a unique ‘quick fix mount’ to  

an overhead track but with the combined feature of allo-

wing the type of power being used. This is all simply selec-

ted by a roller switch within the track lock mount fixed to the  

fixture. The finish of the fixture is a high impact architectural 

pale grey complete with barn doors for accurate directivity 

of the light source. 

Warm white floodlight
B RAILFLOODWW
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NarrowCW

1,6 kg
3.52 lb

210 x 140 x 140 mm 
8.27 x 5.51 x 5.51 in

60W 
AC 100V-240V

N/A4°, 10°, 15°, 20° 
lenses

CRI 
90

60W LED 
5.600°K

 � Small and powerful

 � High CRI 90

 � Quick installation

 � Stable output of 6.000 Lm

 � High quality PSU and LED

 � Trackrail mount

 � Interchangeable lens set

 � Made in Europe

Especially designed for high profile exhibition space, retail 

store display, car showrooms, hotel and leisure facilities 

and indoor architainment applications. This super sleek 

high powered 60W LED fixture offers incredible output in 

a 4°, 10°, 15° or 20° spot pattern with a colour temperature 

of 5.600°K. Cleverly combined into the fixture is a unique 

‘quick fix Mount’ to an overhead track but with the feature 

of allowing the type of power being used. This is all sim-

ply selected by a roller switch within the track lock mount 

fixed to the fixture. The finish of the fixture is a high impact  

architectural pale grey complete with diffusers for accurate 

directivity of the light source. 

B RAILNARROWCW
Cold white narrow spotlight

Grey stippled paint finishOne hand locking3 phase power
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Manual dimming buttonRemovable frost, intensifier 
and gel frame

Optional DoPchoice®  
snapbag + grid

Barn doors

4,6 kg 
10.1 lb

331 x 238 x 144 mm 
13.0 x 9.4 x 5.7 in

120W
AC 100V-240V

1/2/3 
channels

DMX 5p
in/link

160° 
fixed angle

CRI 
96

120x white SMD LED 
2.700°K

 � High CRI 96

 � Indoor use

 � Easy to use

 � 16-bit dimming

 � No fans, no noise

 � Adjustable refresh rate: +400 Hz

The B Panel120 is the smallest and most versatile, soft ligh-

ting and ease of use warm white panel on the market. It’s 

equipped with barndoors and a removable frost and gel 

frame. The panel comes with manual dimming and DMX. 

Furthermore it has high CRI 96, making this fixture ideal for 

TV, theatre, photography and much more. 

Warm white LED studio panels
B PANEL120
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8 kg 
17.6 lb

526 x 316 x 125 mm 
20.7 x 12.4 x 4.9 in

120W
AC 100V-240V

1/2/3 
channels

DMX 5p
in/link

160° 
fixed angle

CRI 
96

240x white SMD LED 
2.700°K or 5.000°K

 � High CRI 96

 � Indoor use

 � Easy to use

 � 16-bit dimming

 � No fans, no noise

 � Adjustable refresh rate: +400 Hz

The B Panel240 is a versatile, powerful and easy to use soft-

light panel. It is equipped with barndoors and a removable 

frost and gel frame. The B Panel240 is controllable via DMX 

or just with a simple knob on the back of the panel. It comes 

in a warm white 2.700°K and a cold white 5.000°K version. 

Both versions have a high CRI 96. 

B PANEL240
CW & WW LED studio panels

Optional DoPchoice®  
snapbag + grid

Manual dimming buttonBarn doors

Warm whiteCold white

Removable frost, intensifier 
and gel frame
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Double bracket  
with omega

4 Screws for front  
protection / accessories

Bracket over stretch 
protection

Fits in 30V trussColour displayHeavy duty paint

3,3 kg 
7.3 lb

219 x 255 x 113 mm 
8.6 x 10.0 x 4.4 in

96W 
AC 100V-240V

4/6/8 
channels

DMX 5p 
in/link

15°  
fixed angle

N/A7x 15W LED 
RGBW

 � Slim design

 � All weather use

 � Saturated colours

 � Beautiful dimming

 � Refresh rate: 1.200 Hz

 � Optional top-hat & half-snoot

 � TÜV SÜD GS Certified

The B Par105RGBW is a compact yet very powerful IP-65 ra-

ted Par with a 7x 15W LED engine in a 15° angle. It features 

high saturated colours, excellent colour mix and beautiful 

dimming. This fixture fits into a 30V Truss. This makes the 

B Par105RGBW one of the most powerful compact fanless 

RGBW LED pars on the AV-market. This product is TÜV SÜD 

GS certified. 

7x 15W RGBW LED par
B PAR105RGBW
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4,7 kg 
10.4 lb

280 x 288 x 143 mm 
11.0 x 11.3 x 5.6 in

165W 
AC 100V-240V

4/6/8 
channels

DMX 5p 
in/link

25° 
fixed angle

N/A12x 15W LED 
RGBW

 � Slim design

 � Colour display

 � All weather use

 � Saturated colours

 � Beautiful dimming

 � Refresh rate: 12.000 Hz

 � Optional top-hat & half-snoot

 � TÜV SÜD GS Certified

The B Par180RGBW is a very powerful IP-65 rated par with 

a 12x 15W LED engine in a 25° angle. It features high  

saturated colours and beautiful dimming. This makes the  

B Par180RGBW  one of the most powerful RGBW LED pars 

on the AV market. This product is TÜV SÜD GS certified. 

B PAR180RGBW
12x 15W RGBW LED par

Double bracket  
with omega

Bracket over stretch 
protection

4 Screws for front  
protection / accessories

Colour displayHeavy duty paint
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Angle degree indicator Magnetic honeycombHalf diffuserMutli-purpose bracketColour display

15,7 kg 
34.6 lb

512 x 275 x 244 mm 
20.2 x 10.8 x 9.6 in

460W 
AC 100V-240V

2/4/16/22 
channels

DMX 5p
in/link

25° 
fixed angle

N/A36x 15W 
RGBW

 � Extremely bright

 � Saturated colours

 � High power RGBW LED

 � Beautiful dimming and colour mix

 � Outdoor use

 � Half frost system for cyclo emulation

 � Full alu and stainless steel unit

 � TÜV SÜD US Certification pending

 � Refresh rate: 3.000 Hz

 � Floor stand, truss mount, arrayable

 � Quick lock omega bracket

The B P9 is a powerful RGBW wash fixture in an angle of 

25°. Every line can be controlled individually for effects 

and equal coloring of buildings/walls. Thanks to its very 

versatile bracket, you can suspend this fixture in every 

way possible: you can even make a line array of lights with 

them. They come with a special half diffuser system and a 

honeycomb for unique applications. 

36x 15W RGBW wash light
B P9
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16,7 kg 
36.8 lb

512 x 326 x 244 mm 
20.2 x 12.8 x 9.6 in

500W 
AC 100V-240V

3/5/17/24 
channels

DMX 5p
in/link

7°-58° 
quick zoom

N/A36x 15W 
RGBW

 � Quick zoom

 � Saturated colours

 � High power RGBW LED

 � Beautiful dimming and colour mix

 � Outdoor use

 � Individual line control

 � Full alu and stainless steel unit

 � TÜV SÜD US Certification pending

 � Refresh rate: 3.000 Hz

 � Floor stand, truss mount, arrayable

 � Quick lock omega bracket

The B P9Z is a powerful RGBW wash fixture with a quick 

zoom of 7° - 58°. Every line can be controlled individually 

for effects and equal coloring of buildings/walls. Thanks 

to its very versatile bracket, you can suspend this fixture 

in every way possible: you can even make a line array of 

lights with them. They come with a honeycomb for uni-

que applications. 

B P9Z
36x 15W RGBW quick zoom wash light

Angle degree indicator Magnetic honeycombMutli-purpose bracketColour display
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Optional filter frame  
+ barn door

Safety loop Glass opticsDouble bracket  
+ quick lock omega

OLED display

3,0 kg 
6.6 lb

234 x 348 x 150 mm 
9.2 x 13.7 x 5.9 in

125W 
AC 100V-240V

1/2/4 
channels

TrueCon 
DMX 5p in/link

50° 
fixed angle

CRI 
82

1x 110W LED 
1.200°K - 2.700°K

 � Compact

 � All weather use

 � Adjustable refresh rate: +400 Hz

 � Extremely bright

 � DWE hot glow dimming below 10%

 � Can be used for permanent lighting

The B Blinded1 is the first real LED single point blinder 

on the AV market. Created as the smaller brother of the  

B Blinded, it has the same functionality, feel and tungsten 

emulation. The B Blinded1 can be used as warm wash light 

or strobe fixture. Being IP65 rated, compact, low weight and 

with an extreme high output due to the use of glass op-

tics, the B Blinded1 is the perfect ‘tool’ in your rental fleet 

of mid-class lighting fixtures. The true replacement of the 

DWE par38. 

1x 110W LED stage blinder
B BLINDED1
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6,2 kg 
13.7

400 x 220 x 205 mm 
15.7 x 8.7 x 8.1 in

235W 
AC 100V-240V

1/2/4/6/8 
channels

TrueCon 
DMX 5p in/link

50° 
fixed angle

CRI 
82

2x 110W LED 
1.200°K - 2.700°K

 � All weather use

 � Extremely bright

 � Strobe functions

 � Refresh rate: 1.200 Hz

 � DWE hot glow dimming below 10%

 � Can be used for permanent lighting

 � Arrayable portrait/landscape up to 10 units

The B Blinded is the future of all blinders. A powerful blinder 

with a 2x 110 W warm white LED engine, including tung-

sten emulation feature. The output can be compared to 

DWE 2x 650 W but with many extra functionalities. No more 

dimmers, less cables, but more functions with faster installa-

tion and more creativity. Furthermore this versatile fixture is 

arrayable to make a 4, 6 or 8-lite blinder unit up to a 20-lite! 

Vertical or horizontal, it is up to your design! 

B BLINDED
2x 110W LED stage blinder

Quick mounting systemGlass optics15° tiltUnique bracketArrayable
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 � Indoor use

 � Tight beam

 � Infinite rotation

 � Soft rubber coated finish

 � Compact and lightweight

 � Incredibly fast pan and tilt

 � Beautiful saturated colours

 � More powerful than a 700W MSR

 � Indoor use

 � Infinite rotation

 � Pure white beam

 � Soft rubber coated finish

 � Compact and lightweight

 � Incredibly fast pan and tilt

 � In white the power of a HMI 1.200

B ONE B TWO
60W RGBW beam light 60W white beam light

100W | AC 100V-240V 100W | AC 100V-240V

250 x 300 x 190 mm l 10.2 x 11.8 x 7.5 in 250 x 300 x 190 mm l 10.2 x 11.8 x 7.5 in 

4.9 kg l 10.8 lb 4.9 kg l 10.8 lb

60W LED | RGBW 60W LED | White

4° | fixed angle 4° | fixed angle

DMX 5p | in/link DMX 5p | in/link

15/17 channels 8/10 channels

The B One is a powerful beam light with a 60W 

RGBW LED chip and is pushed through a high quality  

upgraded 4° - 96mm lens. It is a compact, lightweight 

fixture with an incredibly fast continuous pan and tilt 

movement. Its soft rubber coated finish does not ge-

nerate reflections. 

The B Two is the most powerful fixture of its size and 

weight in the world. It features a pure white beam 

light with 60W LED chip and is pushed through a 

high quality upgraded 4° - 96mm lens. It is a compact, 

lightweight fixture with an incredibly fast continuous 

pan and tilt movement. Its soft rubber coated finish 

does not generate reflections. 
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B NARROW
150W white narrow spot

 � Homogene projection

 � Indoor use

 � Powerful colours and ultra bright spotlight

 � Soft rubber coated finish

 � Compact and lightweight

 � Fast colour gobo changing

 � More powerful than a 700W MSR

 � Facet prism: 8 | Fixed gobos: 8 l Rotation gobos: 6

The B Narrow is a powerful spot with a 150W white 

LED engine is pushed through a special narrow glass 

optic to deliver high output, even at longer distances. 

It is the ultimate alternative for your rental fleet’s ‘mid 

class’ light fixtures. It weighs 3 to 4 times less than a 

700W MSR. Cost effective applications and fast setup 

for effects, without losing the flat field projection. 

200W | AC 100V-240V

295 x 440 x 195 mm l 11.6 x 13 x 7.7 in 

12 kg l 26.5 lb

150W LED l White

6° | fixed angle

DMX 3p & 5p | in/link

15/17 channels

4.6 kg l 10.1 lb

 � Indoor use

 � Infinite rotation

 � Clean equal output

 � Soft rubber coated finish

 � Compact and lightweight

 � Incredibly fast pan and tilt

 � Beautiful saturated colours

 � In colours the power of a HMI 1.200

The B Three is the most powerful wash fixture of its 

size and weight in the world. It features a 100W RGBW 

COB LED chip and is pushed through a high quali-

ty upgraded 80° - 96mm lens. It is a compact, light-

weight fixture with an incredibly fast continuous pan 

and tilt movement. Its soft rubber coated finish does 

not generate reflections. 

B THREE
100W RGBW wash light

150W | AC 100V-240V

250 x 300 x 190 mm l 10.2 x 11.8 x 7.5 in 

100W LED COB |  RGBW

80° | fixed angle

DMX 5p | in/link

15/17 channels
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 � TrueCon

 � Arrayable

 � Indoor use

 � Slim design

 � RGB and Amber

 � Refresh rate: 12.000 Hz

 � Removable frost & black filter

 � TrueCon

 � Arrayable

 � Indoor use

 � Slim design

 � RGB and Amber

 � Refresh rate: 12.000 Hz

 � Removable frost & black filter

The B 5 is the first line matrix with removable frost & 

black filters. Amber LED chips give this unit a unique 

glow effect that cannot be reached with ‘RGB only’.  

The B 5 can be used flown or stacked, both horizon-

tally or vertically. 

The B 25 is the first 5x5 matrix with removable frost & 

black filters. Amber LED chips give this unit a unique 

glow effect that cannot be reached with ‘RGB only’. 

The B 25 can be used flown or stacked, both horizon-

tally or vertically. 

B 5 B 25
5x 10W LED RGB Amber Matrix 25x 10W LED RGB Amber Matrix

60W | AC 100V-240V 300W | AC 100V-240V

580 x 114 x 72 mm l 22.8 x 4.9 x 2.8 in 580 x 580 x 126 mm l 22.8 x 22.8 x 5.0 in 

4.8 kg l 10.6 lb 14.5 kg l 32.0 lb

5x 10W LED | RGB + Amber 25x 10W LED | RGB + Amber

Wash fixed angle Wash fixed angle

DMX 3p & 5p | in/link DMX 3p & 5p | in/link

1/4/7/25 channels 1/4/5/25/75/100/105 channels
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AN AED COMPANY ASSET MANAGMENT 2.0

 � Rent during peak periods

 � Get access to the latest AV technology

 � Lease new product at a very low monthly rate

 � Use old equipment as down payment to start your lease

 � Optimize warehouse & stock during high season with 

AED Flexlease

 � Generate cash flow by selling your old quipement at  

AED Second hand

 � Pay per use: our selected stock in your warehouse

The mission of AED group is to develop and maintain 

a flexible group of companies on a Pan-European base. 

AED group provides a toolbox of solutions: Rent, Sa-

les, Lease, Pay Per Use and Second Hand, only to  

professionals in the AV industry.

AED group customers are rental production companies, 

professional installers and Resellers. It is a cornerstone 

of the AED group never to be in competition with its 

own customers.

AED group headquarters are based in Willebroek,  

Belgium. AED has subsidiaries in The Netherlands,  

Germany, France and UK. AED group has franchise 

branches in Italy and Singapore. 

There are many ways to use a Luxibel product. Being 

an AED company, all Luxibel products are available in 

sales, rent, lease and pay per use, meaning you can use 

these flexible solutions at your convenience and grow 

your business. 

weeks

qu
an

tit
y

Rent Flexlease Ownership
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Luxibel takes quality and reliability seriously. We  

realize professionals earn their living by using our 

products. Therefore performance is key and reliability 

is even more important. Luxibel developed a 6 step  

quality program to secure this. 

Quality control starts with the design of the products, 

the choice of components and the selection of reliable 

manufacturers.

TÜV SÜD will completely dismantle the first prototypes 

and thoroughly analyse multiple samples in its profes-

sional labs.

Out of every Luxibel production batch, TÜV SÜD 

randomly selects products. These selected products are 

verified to have the same components and compliance 

as the prototypes.

TÜV
TÜV SÜD has performed the tests on the Luxibel  

products from AED and can state that the Luxibel  

products have met the high lighting standards for  

these products. Luxibel proves their quality by  

achieving the TÜV SÜD GS mark for these products. The 

TÜV SÜD GS mark is a reliably safety mark which states 

that the product is safe and that the production is  

monitored. TÜV SÜD as testing partner for Luxibel  

congratulates Luxibel with achieving this high quality 

safety level for their products.  

QUALITY CONTROL

 Components & manufacturers

After being TÜV SÜD certified, Luxibel tests the products 

on performance and function at the manufacturer.

At the AED Headquarters in Belgium all Luxibel products 

undergo an 8-hour endurance test and are checked on 

+22 functionalities. After a positive test the boxes get 

the EU-quality inspection seal.

Each and every Luxibel product comes with a two year 

limited warranty which is extendable up to five years.

4  Performance tests at manufacturer

5  Performance & reliability tests

6  Warranty

2  TÜV SÜD prototype test

3  TÜV SÜD production test

Peter Dutrieux (Global key account manager ENE TÜV SÜD)  
& Glenn Roggeman (CEO AED group)
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Pukkelpop (Belgium)

Tomorrowland (Belgium)

Rock Werchter (Belgium)

Natural Highs Festival (Belgium)

Parkcity Live (The Netherlands)

Mysteryland (The Netherlands)

Hors Série Festival (France)

EMF Electro Beach Festival (France)

Open Air Festival (Switzerland)

Carré Club (Belgium)

Gipsy Club (Russia)

Hï Club Ibiza (Spain)

Pachamama (France)

 

Check all Luxibel references on 

REFERENCES

Evolution of Light by Jaap van den Elzen - Glow 2018  
B One 

Hors Serie Festival 2018  
B Narrow

Arch stage - Tomorrowland 2018  
B P9z 

Natural Highs Festival 2018 - B Blinded1, B P9z,  
B Narrow

Castello stage - Pukkelpop 2018  
B Blinded1 

Carré club  
B Narrow

WWW.LUXIBEL.COM



Arch stage - Tomorrowland 2018 
B P9z 





Belgium
Bedrijvenpark De Veert 12, 2830 Willebroek 

Sales: +32 3 860 76 50  |  Rent: +32 3 860 76 66  |  info@luxibel.com

Find you local distributor on 
www.luxibel.com 

Nederland 
Dalkruidbaan 161 

2908 KC Capelle a/d IJssel 
Netherlands 

+31 102 78 25 80 
info.nl@luxibel.com

Deutschland 
Heidchenstrasse, 3-5 
56424 Bannberscheid 

Germany 
+49 2602 999 371 0 
info.de@luxibel.com

France 
53, rue de Verdun / Bâtiment D 

93120 La Courneuve 
France 

+33 1 49 340 000 
info.fr@luxibel.com

United Kingdom 
Knaves Beech Industrial Estate - U. E1 

High Wycombe - Bucks HP10 9QZ  
United Kingdom 

+44 1628 527 239 
info.uk@luxibel.com

www.AEDgroup.com


